
Amatonormativity, Non-monogamy & Relationship Anarchy
CJ & Sarah

*with ASL interpretation*

• Aro-friendly session on amatonormativity, non-monogamy, relationship anarchy
• This workshop defines and discusses more in-depth concepts of amatonormativity (e.g.,

social privileging of romantic relationships), non-monogamy and relationship anarchy 
from an aro-friendly perspective. It also explores non-normative ways of doing 
relationships, such as relationships that are sometimes called 
“queerplatonic”/”quirkyplatonic”

---------------

Outline:
1. Question: What are social expectations of relationships (5 mins?)
2. Collaboratively define terms: (10 mins)

• Heteronormativity
• Amatonormativity
• Compulsory sexuality
• Homonormativity
• Monogamy
• Asexualisation and complexity of intersectionality

3. Question: What are some ways people here are challenging societal relationship norms?
• What kind of struggles or resistance do people face colliding with these relationship norms?

4. Collaboratively define terms:
• Non-monogamy & polyamory
• Polynormativity
• Relationship anarchy

• Issues with relationship anarchy
• QPRs

5. Question:
• How do you relate to any of these ideas?
• Positive or negative experiences with non-monogamy, RA, QPR’s?
• How has amatonormativity affected how you do significant relationships?
• What do you want in your significant relationships? What makes a relationship “significant”?

Notes:

1. Question: What are social expectations of relationships (5 mins?)

2. Collaboratively define terms: (10 mins)

Heteronormativity
• Large structural system of power structuring society around heterosexuality and heterosexual 

marriage as the basis for the nuclear family, which is the basic “consumer unit” in a capitalist 
society

• In this social context marriage is supposed to be based on romantic-sexual love
• Participation is “compulsory” and children are trained and conscripted into 

heterosexuality from very young; and “regulated” through the violence of homophobia &
heterosexism

• Creates a system of exactly 2 opposing genders-- man-woman; mav vs. woman; 
man/over/woman and binds the two genders together in a hierarchical way



Amatonormativity: the normative privileging / prioritising of romantic relationships above all other 
kinds of relationships-- the social force treating romance as intrinsically superior to, or more intimate 
and important than other kinds of relationships, or as the more “normal” way to do primary 
relationships and to organise families

• Coined in 2012, it was naming something ace communities had been discussing for a long 
time.

• ace communities and discourse included all the language of aromanticism and made it 
possible for not-specifically-ace communities to come into existence. A big part of ace stuff is 
aromantic stuff.

Compulsory sexuality:  set of social attitudes, ideologies, institutions and practices that hold that
• everyone should have or want to have (frequent... or any) sex (of the “right” kind... or at all)
• empowerment = having or wanting to have sex
• people can “owe” sex or sexual access to anyone, and that even if people can decline specific 

sexual acts on specific occasions, they must eventually participate  undermines consent (can't 
say no forever) 

Compulsory sexuality doesn’t just affect aces-- it affects everyone. And it isn’t as simple as “everyone 
must have sex now!” It plays out in an intersectional context.

Note: Compulsory sexuality plays out in specific intersectional ways and is related to compulsory 
heterosexuality— it doesn't just affect aces, and some marginalised groups are uniquely affected by it.
(For example, Black feminists were railing against the simultaneously sexist, racist and classist 
violence of forced sexualisation and rape specifically targeting Black women (in the US) decades 
before the asexual community even existed, e.g., the Combahee River Collective Statement of 1978). 

Homonormativity is the ideal of (and the pressure to be/become) “mainstream gay” or “respectable 
queer”. It's the social pressure to “assimilate” into heteronormative society where social expectations 
are adjusted only slightly so that: 

• “same-gender” partners can do (and are expected to do) what heterosexual partners are 
already expected to do

• the heteronormative structure of society (e.g., nuclear families) remains intact
• trans people can exist... but only the ones that fit neatly into heteronormative society's ideas 

and expectations for women & men

Homonormativity moralises and violently polices people who are the “not respectable” kind of 
queer/trans (i.e., people who can't or won't assimilate into heteronormative society, or who are 
challenging it, getting in its way, working to tear it down or/and/through building viable alternatives).

Monogamy is about restricting people’s “resources” to 1 other person and goes along with the idea 
that:

• A partners should get all their needs met from the other (and not look elsewhere)
• A partner is responsible for meeting all the other’s needs
• In that sense, a person’s “partner” is their “property”
• Monogamy is supposed to be about “protecting”the One Important Relationship  from the 

potential thread of  less important relationships and keeping the relationship hierarchy safely 
intact

• It does this by limiting partners behaviours toward other people
• Kind of like people and their “resources” are the (rightful) “property” of their partner… so

sharing them with someone else is taking something away from the Partner



“Asexualisation”/Desexualisation:
• The idea that some people are “less human” than other people due to a perceived inferiority, 

and as a result “unworthy” of sexual and/or romantic relationships.
• Race; Disability; Psychiatric history or neurodivergence; Age; Size; Past experience 

surviving violence
• Often goes hand-in-hand with a fetishised “hypersexualisation”

• And the idea that particular people should be grateful for any sexual or romantic 
attention or that they should be perfect objects to fulfill other people’s desires

3. Question: What are some ways people here are challenging societal relationship norms?
• What kind of struggles or resistance do people face colliding with these relationship 

norms?
4. Collaboratively define terms:

Non-monogamy and polyamory
• Many ways of being consensually “non-monogamous”

• Could focus on a primary relationship with some “open” romantic and/or sexual 
boundaries…

• Could include closed units of more than two people
• Could include open networks of multiple partners
• Many configurations and different “rules” and expectations

• Polyamory as an umbrella term where romantic/sexual partners might have multiple 
romantic/sexual partners

• “Non-monogamy” & “polyamory” infected by amatonormativity & compulsory sexuality

Polynormativity and coercion in non-monogamy:
• Even within poly circles, there are “normative” ways of doing non-monogamy that are 

fundamentally about “protecting” certain “more important” relationships from other “less 
important” ones and about keeping the hierarchy safely stable 

• Eg., when a “primary” partner has “veto power” over what their partner does with others
• Sometimes in practice, non-monogamy can be used as an excuse to justify existing power 

structures in personal relationships
• Often along lines of gender, race, disability, transmisogyny, etc.
• Uneven expectations of emotional work that become “invisible” because they are not 

named in conventional roles

Relationship anarchy
• Anarchism applied to personal relationships:

• strong critique of marriage and state regulation of personal relationships
• Focus on voluntary, free association, and opposing structural & interpersonal coercion 

(and in a context of mutual aid)
• Commitment as a form of communication, not a form of restriction

• Relationship Anarchy therefore involves:
• approaching all relationships authentically on their own terms for whatever they will be 

without imposing on them any pre-determined expectations (which means choosing 
commitments freely on an ongoing basis, however works) 

• valuing all love equally and therefore challenging imposed relationship hierarchies
• Rejection of polynormativity and the coercion that it embodies.



• Andie Nordgren coined the term “Relationship Anarchy” in 2006 in an instructional 
manifesto about how to do it--  

• Relationship anarchy means a lot of different things to different people and plays out in 
different ways. Relationship anarchy is about rejecting pre-established relationship hierarchies,
or any hierarchies based on relationship category or imposed polynormative structure. But that 
doesn’t mean that all relationships have to be equally important in people’s lives--most 
relationship anarchists are open to descriptive hierarchies. 

Issues with RA
• still can be influenced by amatonormativity and compulsory sexuality (especially when people 

don’t recognise them)
• Being “authentic” can mean playing out internalised norms

• Often used as an excuse to reject any commitment (especially for people with more power), 
making emotional work invisible (for people with less power)

• Confusion over what “relationship anarchy” means
• Taken up by non-anarchist poly people as a trendy term for egalitarian polyamory
• Confusion over descriptive vs. prescriptive hierarchies
• Confusion over descriptive vs. prescriptive relationship categories

QPRs:
• “Queerplatonic” is an umbrella term for a whole range of “non-normative” relationships that isn’t

in “romantic” box that don't really fit the “friendship” box properly— even if the relationship is or 
includes friendship, the word / concept of “friendship” doesn't express it properly. 

• Zucchinis are the people in our lives we have and do these relationships with. 
• Queerplatonic relationships are all different from each other. And they can range in significance

(just like every other kind of relationships).
• meta-category of relationships outside of existing categories & expectations.
• Issues with the “queer”-- alternatives like “quirkyplatonic”. Issues with “platonic”-- no viable 

alternatives
• Queerplatonic comes from December 2010 when two ace community members were talking 

about how the language doesn’t exist to express their “non-normative” relationships-- from the 
idea of queering platonic relationships. 

5. Question:
• How do you relate to any of these ideas?
• Positive or negative experiences with non-monogamy, RA, QPR’s?
• How has amatonormativity affected how you do significant relationships?
• What do you want in your significant relationships? What makes a relationship 

“significant”?


